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Abstract
Video-projectors are designed to project onto flat white diffuse screens. Over the last few years,
projector-based systems have been used, in virtual reality applications, to light non-specific environments
such as the walls of a room. However, in these situations, the images seen by the user are affected
by several radiometric disturbances, such as interreflection. Radiometric compensation methods have
been proposed to reduce the disturbance caused by interreflection, but nothing has been proposed for
evaluating the phenomenon itself and the effectiveness of compensation methods.
In this paper, we propose a radiosity-based method to simulate light transfer in immersive environments, from a projector to a camera (the camera gives the image a user would see in a real room). This
enables us to evaluate the disturbances resulting from interreflection. We also consider the effectiveness
of interreflection compensation and study the influence of several parameters (projected image, projection onto a small or large part of the room, reflectivity of the walls). Our results show that radiometric
compensation can reduce the influence of interreflection but is severely limited if we project onto a large
part of the walls around the user, or if all the walls are bright.
Keywords : immersive environments, video-projection, radiometric compensation, radiosity
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Figure 2: Immersive rear-projection (CAVE):
multiply-reflected light can only slightly impact
once-transmitted light.

Figure 1: Immersive front-projection: multiplyreflected light (red) can greatly impact oncereflected light (blue).

1
1.1

Introduction
Motivation

Video-projectors are designed to project images onto specific screens. Since the rise of home-cinema and
multimedia presentation, video-projectors have become widely affordable devices, so that they are now also
used for other applications. One of these applications consists in projecting images onto a non-specific screen
like a non-uniformly colored wall [10]. A camera is then used to automatically modify the projected image so
that the visible image does not seem affected by the colors of the ”screen”. This technique, called radiometric
compensation, has been improved in different ways [5].
For instance, radiometric compensation has been used to project onto complex screens, such as several
walls of a room, to immerse the user into the projected image [24, 6]. Such systems, called immersive frontprojection systems, can be built quite easily using a few affordable devices. Other immersive projection
systems exist for quite a long time (c.f. the CAVE system [7]) but use rear-projection, through semitransparent specific screens. Immersive rear-projection systems can perform very convincing immersion but
are difficult and expensive to build.
Therefore, immersive front-projection systems are interesting but they suffer from interreflection between
surfaces. Indeed, if we put a video-projector in a closed room, a large part of the projected light is reflected
several times between surfaces before reaching the user (or the camera used to calibrate the system, see
Fig. 1).
The problem is that the light that is not once-reflected toward the camera, is reflected toward other
positions in the room, and thus affects the visible environment. Immersive rear-projection systems such as
CAVEs are less sensitive to this problem because the light that does not reach the user (or the camera)
reaches one of the semi-transparent screens, then mainly exits the projection room (see Fig. 2).
To illustrate the importance of the phenomenon, we applied the method described in [18] to an immersive
front-projection system [2]. This enables us to separate the projected light into a directly reflected component
and an indirectly reflected component (interreflection). The left hand side of Fig. 3 shows the real scene, lit
by projecting a white image onto all the walls of the room. The middle of the figure shows the light emitted
by the video-projector and reflected once by the screen (the walls of the room) toward the camera. The
right hand side of the figure is the remaining light, i.e. light emitted by the video-projector and reflected
multiple times by the screen (interreflection) before reaching the camera. Since we want to display an image
(by immersive front-projection), we need a high proportion of directly reflected light and only negligible
indirectly-reflected light (disturbance). Unfortunately, this is not the case.
Several methods have been proposed to reduce the influence of interreflection when projecting onto non-
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Figure 3: Importance of interreflection under immersive front-projection. Left: real scene lit by a videoprojector. Middle: light reflected once toward the camera. Right: light reflected multiple times before
reaching the camera (interreflection).
planar surfaces [13, 15, 22]. Theoretically, we just have to obtain and invert the light transport matrix
[19, 20] which characterizes how each projector pixel influences each camera pixel. In practice, though, the
light transport matrix of a projector-camera system is difficult to obtain due to the huge size of the matrix.
Furthermore, considering each projector pixel individually leads to very noise-sensitive results. A lot of
work has been done to overcome these practical difficulties. In this paper, the motivation is to determine in
which conditions (geometry of the room, full or partial immersion. . . ) interreflections can be compensated
effectively, assuming all practical difficulties are solved.

1.2

Contribution

The aim of this paper is to characterize how light interreflection affects the visible image in an immersive
front-projection system, to analyze the influence of several parameters (geometry of the room, full or partial
immersion. . . ) and to characterize the effectiveness of interreflection compensation. To our knowledge,
this work has not been performed despite being important as it can validate the relevance of compensation
methods.
First, we propose a method to simulate the illumination resulting from immersive front-projection. This
method is based on the radiosity method [11] (which simulates light transfer between surface patches) and
also computes the light emitted by the video-projector and the light received by the camera.
We then present a simple compensation method consisting in inverting the projection. This implements
the classic compensation scheme: compute a compensation image that, when projected, gives a visible image
expected to be close to the desired image. This method does not aim to be implemented in a real system
but to simulate compensation in a controlable environment with no practical difficulties such as projector
non-linearities, camera noise. . .
Finally, based on the previous methods, we present an analysis of interreflection during immersive frontprojection. We define a test scene and study the influence of several parameters on the resulting projection,
with and without compensation. This makes it possible to predict the potential quality of an immersive
front-projection system.

2

Related work

To our knowledge, the problem considered in this paper has not yet been raised explicitly. However, some
related work can be found in the literature.
Langer proposed a theoretical study of light interreflection [14] where he shows how interreflection can
affect color appearance. However, this work only deals with interreflection in a sphere cut by a plane and lit
by a uniform diffuse source, which is too restrictive to solve our problem.
Rendering methods such as radiosity [11] or ray-tracing [9] can simulate light transport in a given scene.
However, these methods need to be modified to simulate video-projection: in the case of ray-tracing, the
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video-projector has to be implemented as a particular light source; in the case of radiosity, the projected
light has to be converted into radiosity emitted on patches.
Image processing sometimes deals with the interreflection issue, for instance in image-based reconstruction
methods (shape from shading [25], shape from interreflection [16]). In particular, Nayar et al. propose a
method for using interreflection to reconstruct the shape of diffuse concave objects [16]. However, our problem
is different since we know the geometry of the scene and want to characterize the influence of interreflection
on a projected image.
Finally, interreflection has been considered in computer vision methods. Nayar et al. propose a method to
separate once-reflected and multiply-reflected light in any scene lit by a video-projector [18]. However, their
method requires the scene to be lit by a uniform projected image and, more importantly for our purposes,
it does not deal with compensation.
Bimber et al. propose a reverse radiosity approach to compensate indirect scattering for immersive
projection displays [4]. Their approach differs from ours in several ways. First, they aim to provide a
compensation method for real systems whereas we propose a method to simulate and analyse the interreflection phenomenon. Moreover, the compensation method itself is quite different: they propose an iterative
algorithm with a texture-based implementation whereas we propose an analytical algorithm with an implementation based on geometric primitives.
Mukaigawa et al. propose a compensation method which is quite similar to ours [15]. However, here
again, their goal (providing a pratical compensation method) is different from ours (simulate and analyse
the interreflection phenomenon). Therefore, they do not propose a full compensation-projection-analysis
scheme.
Wetzstein and Bimber propose a radiometric compensation method for projector-camera systems that
accounts for interreflection [22]. Their method consists in acquiring the light transport matrix (from projector
to camera) and then inverting it. Thus, they are able to compensate interreflection produced by projecting
onto a non-convex screen (for instance, two walls of a room). However, their method has not been tested for
highly-immersive projection where interreflection is a greater factor.
Bai et al. show the duality between forward and backward light transport [3]. This allows them to
use standard rendering algorithms in the inverse light transport framework, and to propose a compensation
algorithm. However, their work focuses more on the compensation method than on the quality of the final
result. Moreover, no experimental results with highly-immersive projection are given.
Finally, Sheng et al. propose a theoretical description of the compensation problem and an optimizationbased resolution method [21]. However, here again, experimentation was not performed using fully-immersive
scenes (only room models with no ceiling).

3
3.1

Background
Radiometric compensation

Assuming we have a geometrically calibrated projector-camera system (see Table 1 and Fig. 4), we call Lp
the projected image and Lc the resulting image seen by the camera (or the user) :
Lp

−→

projection

Lc

We call L the image we want to display using the system. Due to radiometric perturbations (such as
interreflection), if we project L (i.e. LP = L), we will not see the correct image (i.e. Lc 6= L).
Radiometric compensation [17], consists in computing a compensation image L′p :
L′c = L

−→

compensation

L′p

such that if we project L′p (i.e. Lp = L′p ), we will see the correct image (i.e. Lc ≈ L).
4

i
k
K
θk
Lkp
Lkc
Bi
Ei
Bik
Eik
ρi
Fij
k
k
L′ p , L′ c . . .
radiosity
radiance

a surface patch
a pixel (projector or camera) ”seeing” patch i
the set of all pixels ”seeing” patch i
angle between the direction to pixel k and the
normal of patch i
radiance emitted by a pixel k of the projector
(in projection step)
radiance seen by a pixel k of the camera (in
projection step)
radiosity of patch i (in projection step)
emitivity of patch i
radiosity of patch i seen by pixel k
emitivity of patch i produced by pixel k
reflectivity of patch i
form factor between patch i and patch j
equivalent symbols in compensation step
flux emitted by a patch for a unit of area
flux emitted for a unit of area and for a unit
of solid angle

Table 1: Main symbols and definitions. Here, we assume that the projector and the camera have the same
geometric and optical characteristics so that a pixel at the position (x, y) in the projector image is seen at
the position (x, y) in the camera image.
In practice, compensation is limited by two difficulties. Firstly, the compensation parameters are generally measured using the projector-camera system, which is sensitive to measurement noise. Secondly, the
computed compensation image is not always displayable (saturation, negative values) so that it has to be
modified (clamping, tone mapping. . . ) before projection. The motivation of this paper is to evaluate the
quality of the visible image, after compensation and projection, in a fully known environment (which does
not imply noisy measurements).

3.2

The radiosity method

The radiosity method is a well-known method to simulate light transfer in a virtual 3D scene. Assuming all
emitters and reflectors are Lambertian (i.e. diffuse : they emit or reflect light constantly over all directions
of the hemisphere), we can compute interreflections using the discrete constant radiosity equation [9]:
Bi = Ei + ρi

N
X

Fij Bj

(1)

j=1

where Bi is the visible radiosity of patch i, Ei is the radiosity emitted by patch i, ρi is the reflectivity of
patch i, N is the number of patches and Fij is the form factor between i and j (proportion of energy leaving
patch j and arriving at patch i). Using matrix formulation, we have B = E + GB (where Gij = ρi Fij ), i.e.
(I − G)B = E

(2)

As described in the next section, this equation can be used to simulate the whole system (projector,
interreflection, camera) and to propose a simple compensation method.
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Figure 4: Illustration of a calibrated projector-camera system. In this paper, we assume that the projector
and the camera have the same geometric and optical characteristics (same position, orientation. . . ), therefore
we have θpk = θck = θk .

4
4.1

Simulation method
Hypothesis

We assume that we have a virtual 3D scene, for instance a room. A virtual video-projector set inside the
room is the only light source of the scene. The video-projector projects an image onto several different
surfaces of the room (sections of the walls, ceiling and floor). To satisfy the discrete constant radiosity
method, we assume that materials are Lambertian and that the room is subdivided into small constant
radiosity patches. In fact, Lambertian materials correspond to the easiest configuration for compensation
because interreflections (i.e. disturbances) are distributed in the whole scene and not concentrated in a
small area. Finally, we assume that both virtual projector and virtual camera share the same geometric
and optical characteristics (position, orientation, focal length, image size. . . ). This enables us to consider
that the pixels of the projector and the pixels of the camera are geometrically aligned and correspond to
comparable radiance values.

4.2
4.2.1

Simulation of the projection
Emitted radiosity

To apply the radiosity method, we first have to convert the light projected by the video-projector (Lp ) into
radiosity emitted by patches (E). We assume that projector pixels are uniform, i.e. any pixel emits the same
radiance for a given level. Let Lkp be the radiance emitted by the video-projector at a given pixel k. If the
corresponding light reaches a single patch i, the corresponding reflected radiance is:
Lkr =

ρi
cos θk Lkp
π

(3)

where ρi is the reflectivity of patch i and θk is the angle between the patch normal and the incident direction.
The radiosity of a patch is the flux emitted by this patch for a unit of area, and the radiance is the flux
for a unit of area and for a unit of solid angle [9]. Thus, radiosity can be obtained by integrating radiance
over the hemisphere. Since we assume that the emitters and the reflectors are Lambertian, the radiosity
emitted by patch i, which results from the projection of the pixel k, is:
Eik = πLkr = ρi cos θk Lkp

(4)

Note that the patches composing the room do not emit light but only reflect light coming from the videoprojector. To simplify, we have used “emitted radiosity” to describe the amount of light travelling from the
video-projector to the patch and then reflected by the patch.
Finally, we get the radiosity emitted by i, which comes from the projected image, using:
ρi X
Ei =
cos θk Lkp
(5)
#K
k∈K
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where K is the set of pixels whose light reaches patch i and #K is the size of K. Note that this equation
requires every patch of the scene to be either fully lit by the video-projector or fully unlit.
Equation 5 enables us to convert radiance projected by the video-projector into radiosity emitted by the
patches making up the scene. This radiosity can then be used to compute light transfer using the radiosity
method, as explained below.
4.2.2

Light transfer matrix

To apply the radiosity method, we need the light transfer matrix G characterizing how the radiosity of each
patch is scattered to the other patches. The reflectivity ρi is a given parameter of the scene. The form factors
F can be computed from the geometry of the scene. The literature gives numerous analytical formulae for
computing form factors depending on the geometrical configuration of the patches considered [12]. However,
except for a few particular configurations, these formulae are complex and therefore difficult to implement
and expensive to evaluate, which is why numerical methods are frequently used to estimate form factors. In
our implementation, we use the numerical quadrature method which makes the simulation method useable
for any configuration (moreover, this method enables us to account for occlusion using a visibility test).
4.2.3

Visible radiosity

Knowing the emitted radiosity E and the light transfer matrix G, we now have to find the visible radiosity B
such that (I − G)B = E (Equation 2). Assuming the hypothesis described in Section 4.1 (discrete constant
radiosity, Lambertian emitters and reflectors), and given that light transfer is energy-conservative, we can
show that the matrix (I − G) is diagonally dominant therefore invertible [9]. Thus, we can determine visible
radiosity by computing:
B = (I − G)−1 E
(6)
A more numerically efficient method is to solve the linear system (I − G)B = E for B using an iterative
method such as the Jacobi method or the Gauss-Seidel method.
4.2.4

Camera image

According to the hypothesis set out Section 4.1, the radiance corresponding to the intensity of one pixel is
the same for every pixel (camera and video-projector). Moreover, since the patches are perfect Lambertian
reflectors, the radiance emitted from a patch is constant over different directions and over the surface of
the patch. The radiance measured by the camera for a pixel k corresponding to patch i of radiosity Bi is
therefore:
Bi
(7)
Lkc =
π
Using this equation, we can compute an image of the scene, thus simulating the projection process. However,
the accuracy of this simulation remains limited by patch size. Indeed, a patch is generally associated to several
projector/camera pixels. To get a more accurate camera image, we propose to break visible radiance into
two components: the radiance resulting from interreflection (defined at patch level) and the radiance emitted
by the video-projector and reflected once toward the camera (defined at pixel level). Of course, this is an
approximation since the discretisation with patches introduces artifacts (better results can be obtained by
reducing patch size or by prefiltering patch radiosity). The first component is obtained by computing the
radiosity produced by interreflection, i.e. B − E. For the second component, let Lkp be the radiance emitted
by the video-projector for pixel k. The radiance arriving onto the patch is therefore Lkp cos θk where θk is
the angle between the surface normal ~n and the incident direction (see Fig. 4).
The radiance reflected by the corresponding patch i of reflectivity ρi is then Lkp cos θk ρi /π. Finally, total
radiance measured by the camera pixel is:
Lkc =

ρi
Bi − Ei
+ cos θk Lkp
π
π
7

(8)

If we assume that the intensity response function of the camera is linear, then the intensity returned by
the camera is related to the visible radiance via a constant factor that depends on the sensitivity of the
photo-detectors and on exposure time. Thus, in our application, we can arbitrarily set this factor to π,
which gives the simpler equation:
(9)
Lkc = Bi − Ei + ρi cos θk Lkp

4.3

Interreflection compensation

The previous paragraphs explain how to compute the image seen by a camera in a room where a given image
is projected by a video-projector. This enables us to predict how interreflections affect the visible image.
Furthermore, if we apply a compensation method to the given image, before the projection, we can predict
the visible image and the efficiency of the compensation method. There are several compensation methods
in the literature. Basically, they consist in inverting the projection. Here, we describe how to do that simply,
by using the radiosity method.
k
Knowing the desired camera radiance L′ c , we have to compute the corresponding visible radiosity B ′ ,
k
then the corresponding emitted radiosity E ′ and, finally, the video-projector radiance L′ p to be projected.
Recall that, in Lambertian cases, the radiosity of patch i seen by camera pixel k is:
k

k

B ′ i = πL′ c

(10)

k
L′ c

where
is the radiance of the camera pixel k.
Therefore, total radiosity of the patch is:
Bi′ =

π X ′k
Lc
#K

(11)

k∈K

As explained Section 4.2.4, the acquisition process implies that the captured image gives the radiance of
the scene to a factor, which we have arbitrarily set to π here. The previous equation can thus be simplified:
1 X ′k
Bi′ =
Lc
(12)
#K
k∈K

This gives us the radiosity that has to be visible in the scene. The corresponding emitted radiosity that
patches have to provide is then:
E ′ = (I − G)B ′
(13)
Since, emitted radiosity comes from the Lambertian reflection of light projected by the video-projector,
the radiance the video-projector has to emit is:
Ei′
π

(14)

Ei′
πL′ r
=
ρi cos θk
ρi cos θk

(15)

k

L′ r =
i.e.
k

L′ p =

k

k

where L′ p is the radiance provided by the video-projector, Ei′ is the emitted radiosity corresponding to the
considered pixel, ρi is the reflectivity of the patch and θk is the angle between the patch normal and the
direction to the video-projector.
Assuming that a given patch receives several pixels, we can compute a more accurate compensation image
with:
k
Ei′
L′ c
k
L′ p =
(16)
ρi cos θk Bi′
k

where L′ c is the radiance of the desired image and Bi′ the radiosity of the patch corresponding to the
k
k
considered pixel. This equation confers L′ p and Ei′ with the same proportionality as L′ c and Bi′ . Here again,
the discretisation in patches introduces the same artifacts as mentioned Section 4.2.4.
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desired image

visible (without compensation)

difference (×2)

compensation image

visible (with compensation)

difference (×2)

Figure 5: Immersive front-projection results with and without compensation for the reference configuration.

5

Results and analysis

We now use the method described in the previous section to analyze the influence of interreflection during
immersive front-projection. We begin by presenting the scene used in our tests, and then give the criteria used
for quantifying interreflection. Finally, using these criteria, we analyze the influence of several parameters.

5.1

Test scene

The scene used for our immersive front-projection simulation, is a (virtual) room sizing 4.8 × 4.8 × 2.4 m.
The materials are Lambertian and the surfaces (walls, ceiling, floor) are subdivided into rectangular patches.
In our implementation, the scene is subdivided into 576 patches and form factors are computed using 9
samples per patch and per form factor. The virtual video-projector is placed inside the room toward a corner.
To satisfy the hypothesis of the simulation method, the virtual camera and the virtual video-projector share
the same geometric and optical characteristics. This gives us a direct match between the camera image and
the video-projector image, for every pixel.

5.2

Quantification of interreflection

The first criterion we use to quantify the interreflection produced by immersive front-projection is the amount
of “indirect” radiosity, i.e. Bi − Ei . This gives us a notion of error: a high value indicates that interreflection
greatly disturbs the projection.
The second criterion is the contribution of emitted radiosity to visible radiosity, i.e. Ei /Bi . This gives us
a notion of “useful” information (like the signal-noise ratio used in signal processing): a high ratio indicates
that interreflection only slightly disturbs the projection.
To evaluate the efficiency of the compensation, we first consider the amount of emitted radiosity needed
to compensate interreflection. Indeed, the required emitted radiosity affects the compensation image to be
projected. If the compensation image does not fit the range of the video-projector (negative or over-high
pixel values), then it cannot be projected, meaning interreflection cannot be fully cancelled out in the camera
9
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Figure 6: Influence of projection configuration on
the radiosity generated by interreflection (Bi − Ei )
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Figure 7: Influence of projection configuration on
the contribution of emitted radiosity to visible radiosity (Ei /Bi ).
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Figure 9: Influence of projection configuration on
the difference between the desired image and the
visible image without (red) and with (blue) compensation (mean value and standard deviation).
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Figure 10: Share of light once-reflected toward the camera in total visible light (once-reflected + interreflection), when projecting a white image. A dark pixel reveals that the light comes mostly from interreflection.
image. Note that this problem can be solved by linearly remapping the compensation range to the range of
the video-projector but this step entails a loss of contrast in the camera image.
Finally, the last criterion we use to evaluate compensation efficiency is to compare the desired image
with the camera image (with or without compensation). This gives us a per-pixel error, from which we can
compute max error, mean error and standard deviation.

5.3

Reference configuration

In the configuration we use as a reference, materials have a reflectivity of ρ = 0.7 (i.e. the reflectivity of
snow, which is high). The video-projector image is projected onto about 50% of the surface of the room.
Finally, the projected image is a photo of an outdoor scene (with pixel values in [0, 255]3 ), where mean pixel
value is 123, and standard deviation is 46. The result of the projection with and without compensation is
shown in Fig. 5. The quantification of interreflection is given in Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9.
As illustrated in Fig. 5 (top row), interreflection greatly affects the image made visible with the immersive
front-projection system. Thus, the different surfaces of the room are clearly visible. According to our
quantification criteria, the radiosity of every visible patch produced by interreflection is between 43 and 153
(averaging 71) (see Fig. 6).
The radiosity that a patch has to emit is related to the radiance that the video-projector has to project,
according to Lambertian reflection. This implies that, to provide the same radiosity, the video-projector
should project more light onto a quasi-parallel patch than onto an opposite-facing patch. This explains why
the compensation image is saturated in the area that is projected onto the ceiling. In fact, if we project
a white image, only an overall 35% of the visible light is reflected once toward the camera (and therefore
useful for the projection). Moreover, this proportion can vary significantly from pixel to pixel (see Fig. 10).
As illustrated in Fig. 5 (bottom row), compensation can effectively reduce interreflection disturbance but
is strongly limited by the level of saturation in the compensation image. Indeed, in order to set the visible
radiosity of patches in the desired range [0, 204], the corresponding radiosity to be emitted should range from
−76 to 153 (see Fig. 8). Of course, the video-projector cannot emit negative light, so compensation cannot
be done completely. Thus, in the desired image, the pixels that project onto the ceiling are too bright to
enable compensation (see Fig. 5). The compensation image is saturated but there is still not enough light.
Similarly, above the car on the left, the desired image is too dark too be displayed. Interreflection still delivers
too much light even when the video-projector projects the minimal light for this region. Theoretically, the
video-projector would need to project negative light onto this area in order to fully achieve compensation.
Finally, Fig. 5 (right column) shows that the visible image with compensation is globally closer to the desired
image (mean error: 27, standard deviation: 12) than the visible image without compensation (mean error:
32, standard deviation: 18) (see Fig. 9).
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desired image

visible without compensation

visible with compensation

Figure 11: Immersive front-projection results with and without compensation for a second desired image
(indoor scene).

5.4

Influence of the projected image

To determine the influence of the projected image, we run the simulation using another target image, a photo
of an indoor scene (see Fig. 11). This image is darker (mean value: 102, reference configuration: 102) and
more contrasted (standard deviation: 52, reference configuration: 46) than the image used in the reference
configuration.
Here again, interreflection produces strong radiosity, between 43 and 140 (averaging 71). The visible
image without compensation is disturbed by the projection, making the projection room clearly visible.
The visible radiosity corresponding to the desired image covers the whole dynamic range [0, 255]. The
radiosity to be emitted, to perform compensation, ranges from -115 to 217, which cannot be emitted by the
video-projector. However, the visible image with compensation is visually quite satisfactory. The criteria we
have defined to evaluate the difference between the desired image and the visible image indicate that, in this
configuration, compensation increases the average difference (without compensation: 27, with compensation:
32) but decreases its standard deviation (without compensation: 20, with compensation: 17). In other words,
the difference is globally greater with compensation (as the video-projector cannot project the negative light
needed for compensation) but less contrasted, thus yielding a visually better result (as our vision is more
sensitive to variations than absolute values).
To verify that compensation is more efficient if the desired image is dark and has low contrast, we performed
the simulation for a uniform gray image (mean value: 70, standard deviation: 0) (see Fig. 12).
In this configuration, the projected image is globally darker, therefore the video-projector emits less light
and the radiosity resulting from interreflection is lower (between 28 and 64, averaging 46). The radiosity
patches have to emit to display the desired image ranges from −48 to 48. The visible image is globally
less close to the desired image with compensation (average difference: 21) than without compensation
(average difference: 10). Here again, this can be explained by the fact that the video-projector cannot
emit the negative light needed for compensation, hence the resulting globally over-bright image visible with
compensation. However, the compensation still attenuates interreflection-related local variations (standard
deviation with compensation: 3, without compensation: 8).

5.5

Influence of immersion

In the reference configuration, the image is projected onto 50% of the room surface. We now consider
projecting onto 25% of the room surface (see Fig. 14 and 13).
Radiosity coming from interreflection is significantly lower (between 25 and 127, averaging 38). The
visible image is clearly less disturbed (average difference: 21, reference configuration: 32). The share of
emitted radiosity accounting for visible radiosity is higher (45%, reference configuration: 35%).
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desired image

visible (without compensation)

difference (×2)

compensation image

visible (with compensation)

difference (×2)

Figure 12: Immersive front-projection results with and without compensation for a uniform gray image.

reference configuration

25% of the room surface

room with no ceiling

reflectivity ρ = 0.4

Figure 13: Simulation of the projection under various conditions.

desired image

visible without compensation

visible with compensation

Figure 14: Immersive front-projection results with and without compensation when projecting onto a smaller
region (25% of the room surface).
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desired image

visible without compensation

visible with compensation

Figure 15: Immersive front-projection results with and without compensation when projecting in a room
with no ceiling.

desired image

visible without compensation

visible with compensation

Figure 16: Immersive front-projection results with and without compensation using a material reflectivity
of ρ = 0.4.

5.6

Influence of environment

The compensation methods proposed in the literature are generally tested using concave but partially open
screens. For instance, in [21], an image is projected, from the top, onto a mock-up of a room with no ceiling.
In configurations like this, light can escape through openings, which does not happen in a completely-closed
room. To evaluate the impact of this phenomenon on interreflections, we applied our simulation method to
a room with no ceiling (see Fig. 15 and 13).
Note that removing the ceiling has a major effect on interreflection. With no ceiling, the radiosity
produced by interreflection ranges from 13 to 64, averaging 20 (v.s. with the ceiling: 43 to 153, averaging
71). The share of emitted radiosity in visible radiosity is twice as high (71%) and the compensation step
proves very efficient (the average difference between desired image and visible image, with compensation,
is about 6, with a standard deviation of 9). This reveals that interreflection is particularly strong if the
projection room is totally closed.

5.7

Influence of reflectivity

The last parameter we consider is the reflectivity of the materials, which we now set to ρ = 0.4 (see Fig. 16
and 13).
Radiosity coming from interreflection is far lower (between 5 and 25, averaging 13) while the share
of emitted radiosity is quite high (averaging 60%). However, the visible image is radically different from
the desired image (average difference 83, standard deviation 37) and cannot be satisfactorily compensated
(average difference 47, standard deviation 38).
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Conclusion

In this paper, we propose to simulate and analyse an immersive front-projection system using a rendering
method (radiosity). This makes it possible to quantify the impact of interreflections in the visible images, to
identify major sources of interreflection and to predict the efficiency of a compensation method in a virtual
projector-camera system (which, unlike real systems, does not suffer from noise).
The simulations we made show that interreflections can greatly disturb the visible image in an immersive
front-projection system. To limit interreflections, the system should project onto a limited part of the walls
only. The other parts of the walls should be dark, otherwise they would increase interreflections a lot, even
if they are not lit by the projector directly.
If interreflections are not too important, radiometric compensation can reduce their impact on the visible
image. However, if the desired image is too bright or too contrasted, the compensation image will have
out-of-range values, therefore it will not be projected as it should and interreflections will affect the visible
image.
Future work could valuably extend this study to non-Lambertian materials, which would make it possible
to analyze more realistic configurations. However, this implies using another rendering method since the
radiosity method presented here assumes that materials are Lambertian.
Finally, it would be interesting to use the proposed simulation method to evaluate the efficiency of
more advanced compensation methods, such as content-dependent methods [23, 1]. This would be quite
straightforward to implement since it just implies to change the compensation step.
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